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ASUS ROG RG-07 PERFORMANCE THERMAL PASTE KIT heat sink
compound 20 g

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90RC00R0-B0UAY0

Product name : ROG RG-07 PERFORMANCE THERMAL
PASTE KIT

ROG RG-07 Performance Thermal Paste Kit

ASUS ROG RG-07 PERFORMANCE THERMAL PASTE KIT heat sink compound 20 g:

Premium thermal Performance
ROG RG-07 Performance Thermal Paste features exceptional heat conductivity to ensure peak
performance and temperature control. Elevate your gaming experience and stay ahead of the
competition.

Apply easily with included tool
A set of installation tools enables you to clean your CPU and evenly apply thermal paste with ease.

Note: Application stencils work on Intel 115x, 1200, 1700 and AMD AM4 and AM5 processors.

Smooth Spreading
ROG RG-07 Performance Thermal Paste boasts excellent spreadability. This intricately designed ROG
LOGO will completely fill the space between a CPU heat spreader and your cooler’s contact surface,
delivering optimal heat conduction.
ASUS ROG RG-07 PERFORMANCE THERMAL PASTE KIT. Type: Thermal paste, Product colour: Black.
Weight: 20 g. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s), Package width: 157 mm, Package depth: 68 mm

Features

Type * Thermal paste
Product colour Black

Technical details

Warranty period 2 year(s)

Weight & dimensions

Weight 20 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Package width 157 mm
Package depth 68 mm
Package height 25 mm
Package weight 590 g
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